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Framework For Remote Learning - Unit 4
Day One
(3.8.21)

Day Two
(4.8.21)

Day Three
(5.8.21)

Day Four
(6.8.21)

Day Five
(9.8.21)

English Spelling
Write out your
<y> spelling
words and
underline the
sound of the
week. Write
three interesting
sentences using
your spelling
words.
(15 minutes)

Optional: Revise
your tricky words
during this time.

Optional:
Complete the
extension spelling
words for a
challenge.

Sentence A Day
Complete the
S.A.D activity.
(5 minutes)

Reading
Predicting
Watch the link
below- Possum
Magic by Mem Fox
https://youtu.be/g
FGq_R0KlrM
Look at the front
cover and make a
prediction about
what you think the
story might be
about. Write your
prediction and
answer the prompt
questions. Listen
and read along to
the story.
(15 minutes)

Jolly Spelling
Complete the <y>
worksheet.
(15 minutes)

Optional: Revise
your tricky
words during
this time.

Handwriting
Complete the
‘Oo’ handwriting
worksheet.
(10 minutes)

Reading and
Viewing
Summarising-
Learn about
Tiddalik the
Frog
https://youtu.be
/bs-qUWomHtM
Listen to the
text.
Write 3 VIPs
(Very Important
Points) that you
remember from
the text.
(15 minutes)

Writing
Write a recount
about Tiddalick
the Frog. Choose
Activity A, B or
C.
(20 minutes)

Reading Eggs
Read a book
from the
Reading Eggs
library and retell

Jolly Grammar
Complete the
‘Adjectives’

worksheet.
(15 minutes)

Sentence A Day
Complete the
S.A.D activity.
(5 minutes)

Reading
Questioning and
Making
Connections.
Read the ‘Anzac
Biscuits
information and
answer the
questions.
(15 minutes)

Writing
Watch the video
‘Learn to make
Anzac Biscuits
with Ozzie.’ Go
to the Google
Classroom and
watch the ‘How
to Make Anzac
Biscuits’ writing

video. Choose
activity A, B or C
and complete
the writing
template.
(20 minutes)

Reading Eggs
Read a book
from the
Reading Eggs
Library and
complete one
activity.

Spelling
Complete the <y>
‘Connect Four’

spelling activity.
(15 minutes)

Optional: Change
the gameboard &
include tricky
words or
challenge words
in this activity.

Handwriting
Complete the ‘o’’

handwriting
worksheet.
(10 minutes)

Reading
Sequencing
events - Read and
complete the
Monster Magic
comprehension
activity.
(10 minutes)

Writing
Free writing –
Choose activity
A, B or C and
write about a
topic of your
choice. You may
like to draw a
picture to help
you.
(20 minutes)

Reading Eggs
Read a book from
the Reading Eggs
library and retell
the story to a
family member.

Spelling
Complete a
spelling test on
your ‘y’’ spelling
words.
(10 minutes)

Sentence A Day
Write your own
S.A.D. today.
(10 minutes)

Writing
Choose activity
A, B or C to
write a recount
about the book
Possum Magic.
(15 minutes)

Tricky Words
(20 minutes)
Complete the
Tricky Words
worksheet to
practise reading
and spelling your
tricky words.

Reading
Complete two
Reading Eggs or
Reading
Eggspress
lessons.

https://youtu.be/gFGq_R0KlrM
https://youtu.be/gFGq_R0KlrM
https://youtu.be/bs-qUWomHtM
https://youtu.be/bs-qUWomHtM


Writing
Choose activity A,
B or C. Complete
the ‘Name of
Australian places
and ‘people food’’

worksheet and
complete the ‘Map
of Australia’

worksheet.
(20 minutes)

Reading Eggs
Complete two
Reading Eggs or
Reading
Eggspress
lessons.

the story to a
family member.

Break Complete 15 minutes of physical activity

Maths Number of the
Day

Today’s number is
49.

Complete the
worksheet.
(10 minutes)

TEN Activity
Choose activity A,
B or C to
complete.
(10 minutes)

Mathematics
Use both
worksheets
provided to find
the total amount
of items in each
set.
(20 minutes)

Problem A Day
Complete the
Problem a Day
question.
(5 minutes)

TEN time
Choose activity
A, B or C to
complete.
(10 minutes)

Mathematics
Use a sandwich
or a slice of
bread to show
halves and
quarters and
draw your
results.
(20 minutes)

Number of the
Day

Today’s number
is 63.

Complete the
worksheet.
(10 minutes)

TEN time
Choose activity
A, B or C to
complete.
(10 minutes)

Mathematics
Use both
worksheets
provided to find
the total
amount of items
in each set. Use
drawings or
counters to
help solve the
word problems!
(20 minutes)

Problem A Day
Complete the
Problem a Day
question.
(5 minutes)

TEN time
Choose activity A,
B or C to complete
(10 minutes)

Mathematics
Count and tally
the vegetables
and answer the
questions below
and then go on a
hunt around your
house and tally
the amount of
objects you can
find listed in the
table.
(30 minutes)

Number of the
Day

Today’s number
is 80.

Complete the
worksheet.
(10 minutes)

TEN time
Choose activity
A, B or C to
complete.
(10 minutes)

Mathematics
Solve
multiplication
problems using
the ‘x’ symbol.
(20 minutes)

Break Complete 15 minutes of physical activity



Other
KLAs

D.E.A.R
Choose a book to
read for
enjoyment
(10 minutes)

Wellbeing
Olympic athletes
have all worked
hard to make
their countries
proud of them.
Think of five
things you have
done that you are
proud of. Draw or
write them in the
middle of each
Olympic ring,
then colour the
rest of the page.

(35 minutes)

D.E.A.R
Choose a book to
read for
enjoyment
(10 minutes)

Science - Design
and Make
Today you will be
making a
rainstick to
celebrate
Aboriginal
Children's Day
2021. Follow the
instructions on
the sheet to
make the
rainstick or
watch Mrs
Patrick’s video
on Google
Classroom. You
may like to take
a photo of it
when it is
finished.
(35 minutes)

D.E.A.R
Choose a book to
read for
enjoyment
(10 minutes)

PDHPE - Health
Watch Christina
Tabone’s NRL
video and use
the worksheets
provided to
respond to
questions about
teamwork and
belonging.
Optional:
Complete the
League Star
Find-A-Word
(35 minutes)

D.E.A.R
Choose a book to
read for
enjoyment
(10 minutes)

PDHPE - Sport
Head to Google
Classroom and
watch Miss
Kinnish’s video
‘Flip It Fitness’.
You will be taking
part in some
awesome physical
activity to  get
your heart
pumping!
(35 minutes)

D.E.A.R
Choose a book to
read for
enjoyment
(10 minutes)

Music
Watch and
follow the
interactive video
to learn about
pitch. Use the
attached
worksheet to
group high,
middle and low
sounds from the
second video
link.
(35 minutes)





Day 1 - English
(Tuesday 3rd August 2021)

Spelling Focus - Pronounce <y> as in <ie>
The main ways of writing the /ie/ sound are <ie>, <i_e>, <igh> and <y>. This week we
will be focusing on <y>. There are three extension words at the bottom of the

list to challenge yourself with!

List Copy Sentences

win

sit

stop

fry

dry

crying

sky

more

before

myself

Extension words

typhoon

hydrogen

hygiene

Success Criteria:
I can use the <y> sound to spell my words correctly.
I can write three sentences that make sense using my <y> words.

Teacher Recognition



Sentence a Day
This week we are introducing conjunctions! Remember conjunctions are sentence

joining words such as and, but, so, because.

Using the sentence below, underline the common nouns and proper nouns in black, verbs
in red, adjectives in dark blue, articles in light blue, pronouns in pink and conjunctions
in purple.

Australia won a bronze medal in the 400 metre swimming

event and we were extremely proud!

Success Criteria:
I can identify one proper noun, two common nouns, one verb, one
adjective, two articles and one pronoun in this sentence.

Teacher Recognition



Reading: Making Predictions
Look at the cover of the book Possum Magic by
Mem Fox. Make a prediction about what you think
the story might be about.

Look at the book title Possum Magic. Do you
think the possum will be magic? What do you think
the possum's magic power will be?

What do you know about possums?

Title: _____________

I predict

I predict the possum will be magic: Yes or No (Circle your answer)

I predict that the possums magic power will be

I know that possums

Success Criteria:
I have made a prediction about the story. Teacher Recognition:



Informative Writing
Listen and read along to the story. .Story Time: "Possum Magic" by Mem Fox
Listen to the Australian places that Hush and Grandma Poss visited and the food they ate.
Complete the table below.
Complete the map of Australia below.

Select Activity A, B or C below.
Activity A
Write 2-3 Australian places visited and ‘people food’ ate by Grandma Poss and Hush.

Success Criteria

I have written 2-3 Australian places and food.

Teacher Recognition:

Activity B
Write 4 or more Australian places visited and ‘people food’ ate by Grandma Poss and Hush.

Success Criteria

I have written 4 or more of the Australian places and food.

I have included some capital letters for proper nouns.

Teacher Recognition:

Activity C
Write all the Australian places visited and ‘people food’ ate by Grandma Poss and Hush.

Success Criteria

I have written all the Australian places and food.

I have included capital letters for all the proper nouns.

Teacher Recognition:

https://youtu.be/gFGq_R0KlrM


Name of Australian Places and ‘People Food’

Complete the table below.
Write the name of the Australian places that Hush and Grandma Poss visited.
Write the ‘People Food’ they ate at each place.

Name of Australian Place Name of the ‘People Food’



Map of Australia
Write the name or draw the ‘people food’ that Grandma Poss and Hush ate at each
Australian place.



Day 1 Mathematics - Tuesday

Number of the Day - 49

For a challenge go to- https://mathsstarters.net/numofthedayjunior/versions

Success Criteria I can recognise and model the number 49 in multiple ways. Teacher recognition

https://mathsstarters.net/numofthedayjunior/versions


TEN Activity- Addition

Select one of the 3 activities below and complete.

Activity A Activity B Activity C

1. Find a deck of cards (if none
available use virtual deck at
https://deck.of.cards/)

2. Flip 2 cards and add them
together.

For example:

Card one = 4, Card two = 8:

8 + 4 = 12

You can use your objects to help you
find the total.

Show your number sentences in the
box below.

1. Find a deck of cards (if none
available, use virtual deck at
https://deck.of.cards/)

2. Flip 2 cards. Double the
number on one of the cards
and add the other one.

For example:

Card one = 9, Card two = 6:

9 + 12 = 21

You can use your objects to help you
find the total.

Show your number sentences in the
box below.

1. Find a deck of cards (if none
available, use virtual deck at
https://deck.of.cards/)

2. Flip 2 cards from each pile to
make a two-digit number.
Repeat to make another
two-digit number.

3. Add them together to find the
total.

For example:

Card one = 3, Card two = 4, Card
three = 5, Card four = 2

34 + 52 = 86

OR

43 + 25 = 68

You can use your objects to help you
find the total.

Show your number sentences in the
box below.

Success Criteria
  Activity 1: I can add two numbers together
Activity 2 and 3: I can add two numbers together using
non-count-by-one strategies

Teacher Recognition

https://deck.of.cards/
https://deck.of.cards/
https://deck.of.cards/
https://deck.of.cards/
https://deck.of.cards/
https://deck.of.cards/


Mathematics- Multiplication

Success Criteria
I can find the total amount of items
I can make equal groups of items

Teacher Recognition

Mathletics - Complete one Mathletics task.
Task completed - __________________________

Break - Do 15 minutes of physical activity.



Day 1 Tuesday 3/8/21 - Other KLA

DEAR - Drop Everything And Read!
Choose a book of your choice to read for enjoyment (10 minutes)

Wellbeing - the Tokyo Olympics

Olympic athletes train very hard to reach their goal of representing their country at an Olympic games
and they should be very proud of their achievements.
Think of 5 things you have done this year that you should be very proud of. Write what they are (or
draw a picture of them) in each of the 5 Olympic rings. Then colour in the rest of your picture.

Success Criteria:
I thought of at least 5 things I can be proud of

Teacher recognition



Day 2 - English
(Wednesday 4th August 2021)

Jolly Spelling - Pronounce ‘y’ as in ‘ie’

Success Criteria:
I can use my knowledge of the <y> sound to write five <y>
words.

Teacher Recognition:



Handwriting

Success Criteria: I can form my upper and lower-case ‘Oo’ letters correctly. Teacher Recognition:



Reading and Viewing - Summarising
Learn About Tiddalik the Frog.
https://youtu.be/bs-qUWomHtM
View and listen to the story about Tiddalik the Frog.
Write 3 VIPs (Very Important Points) that you remember from the
video Tiddalik the Frog.

Write 3 VIPs (Very Important Points)

Title: ______________________________

1.

2.

3.

Success Criteria:
I have written 3 VIPS about the story Tiddalik the Frog.

Teacher Recognition:

Reading Eggs: Read a book from the Reading Eggs Library and retell the
story to a family member.

Name of the book I read from the Reading Eggs Library:

___________________________________________________

https://youtu.be/bs-qUWomHtM


Writing - Recount

Choose Activity A, B or C below.
Write a recount about Tiddalick the Frog.

Activity A
Write 2-3 sentences about Tiddalick the Frog.

Success Criteria:

I have used a capital letter at the start of every sentence.

I have used a full stop at the end of every sentence.

Teacher Recognition

Activity B
Write a recount about Tiddalick the Frog. Connect your ideas using words such as ‘Firstly’,

‘After that’, ‘Next’ and ‘Finally’.

Success Criteria:

I have used capital letters and full stops correctly.

I have used connecting words to sequence my ideas.

Teacher Recognition

Activity C
Write 3 to 4 paragraphs about Tiddalick the Frog. Write in paragraphs with 2-3 sentences in
each. Connect your paragraphs using words such as ‘Firstly’, ‘After that’, ‘Next’ and ‘Finally’.

Success Criteria:

I have used capital letters and full stops correctly.

I have grouped my ideas in paragraphs.

I have used connecting words to sequence my ideas.

Teacher Recognition

Title: _________________





Unit 4 Mathematics - Wednesday

Problem of the Day

Success Criteria
I used Newman’s prompts to work out the problem.

Teacher Recognition



TENS Activity - Addition

Select one of the 3 weekly activities and complete.

Activity A Activity B Activity C

Show your number sentences in the
box below.

Show your number sentences in the
box below.

Show your number sentences in the
box below

Success Criteria
  Activity 1: I can add two numbers together
Activity 2 and 3: I can add two numbers together using
non-count-by-one strategies

Teacher Recognition



Fractions

Success Criteria
I can identify halves and quarters

Teacher Recognition

Mathletics - Complete two tasks.
Task 1 - __________________________     Task 2 - ______________________________



Day 2 Wednesday 4/8/21 - Other KLA

DEAR - Drop Everything And Read!
Choose a book of your choice to read for enjoyment (10 minutes)

Science - Design and Make

Today you will be making a rainstick to celebrate Aboriginal
Children's Day. See Mrs Patrick’s video on Google Classroom for
the instructions.
You will need the following items:

● Cardboard tube from a paper towel roll or something similar
● Extra paper
● Elastic bands or sticky tape
● Sticks, or aluminium foil
● 1 or 2 tablespoons of rice, dried beans etc

What to do:
1. Colour or decorate your tube
2. Cover one end of the tube with paper and secure it with an elastic

band or sticky tape.
3. Fill the tube with sticks or several twists of aluminium foil - make

sure there are gaps between the sticks or foil
4. Pour your rice into the tube
5. Cover the top end with paper and secure it with sticky tape or an

elastic band.
6. Tilt it gently to hear the rain fall.

Success Criteria I could follow instructions to make a
rainstick

Teacher recognition



Day 3 - English
(Thursday 5th August 2021)

Jolly Grammar - Adjectives

Success Criteria: I can use an adjective to describe the noun in each sentence.



Sentence a Day
The two sentences below are simple sentences. Rewrite them into one compound

sentence. (Hint: compound sentences are made when two simple sentences have been joined by
a conjunction.)

The Olympic Games are nearly over. I am sad.

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

Then, identify the different parts of speech. Underline the common nouns and proper
nouns in black, verbs in red, adjectives in dark blue, articles in light blue, pronouns in
pink and conjunctions in purple.

Success Criteria:
I can use a conjunction to join two simple sentences together.

Teacher Recognition



Reading - Questioning and Making Connections
Read the Anzac Biscuits information below with a parent, sibling or by yourself.



Questioning and Making Connections

Use the Anzac Biscuit information above and think about the book Possum
Magic by Mem Fox to answer the questions below.
You can view and listen to the story again to help answer the question below.

1. What capital city did Hush and Grandma Poss eat Anzac Biscuits?

2. Which food did Hush and Grandma Poss eat first?

3. What are the main ingredients of Anzac Biscuits?

4. What year was the first Anzac Biscuit made?

5. Why do Anzac Biscuits last a long time?

Success Criteria:
I have read the Anzac Biscuits information.
I have answered the questions from the information and book.

Teacher Recognition:



Writing - Procedure Writing
How to Make Anzac Biscuits

Watch and listen to the video ‘Learn to make Anzac Biscuits with Ozzie’

https://youtu.be/iVJT0Gcr5Pw
Log on to the Google Classroom and watch the ‘How to Make Anzac Biscuits’

writing video. Take a picture of your writing activity and upload it to the Google
Classroom.

Choose Activity A, B or C from the table below.  Complete the writing ‘How to
Make Anzac Biscuits’ writing Template A, B or C below.

Activity A
Complete Template A - Anzac Biscuits sequencing.

Success Criteria:
I have sequenced the steps correctly.

Teacher Recognition

Activity B
Complete Template B - Write the steps on ‘How to make Anzac Biscuits’ in order and draw a

picture for each step.

Success Criteria:
I have written the steps in order.
I have drawn a picture to match each step.

Teacher Recognition

Activity C
Complete Template C - Write your own procedure on ‘How to make Anzac Biscuits’. Remember

to include a Title, Ingredients and Method.

Success Criteria:
I have written a title and subheadings.
I have included the ingredients.
I have written the method on ‘How to make Anzac Biscuits’.

Teacher Recognition

https://youtu.be/iVJT0Gcr5Pw


Activity A - Anzac Biscuits Sequencing
Cut and paste the steps into the correct order.





Activity B - How To Make Anzac Biscuits
Using the videos as a scaffold write the steps on ‘How to make Anzac Biscuits’ on the template below. Draw
a picture for each step in the box provided.



Activity C - How to make Anzac Biscuits
Using the videos as a scaffold write your own procedure on ‘How to make Anzac Biscuits’.

Complete your writing on the lined paper below.
Remember to include a Title, Ingredients and Method.

Title: ______________________________________

______________________

______________________



Day 3 Mathematics - Thursday

Number of the Day - 63

For  a challenge go to- https://mathsstarters.net/numofthedayjunior/versions

Success Criteria I can recognise and model the number 63 in multiple ways. Teacher recognition

https://mathsstarters.net/numofthedayjunior/versions


TEN Activity- Addition

Select one of the 3 weekly activities and complete.

Activity A Activity B Activity C

Show your number sentences in the
box below.

Show your number sentences in the
box below.

Show your number sentences in the
box below.

Success Criteria
  Activity 1: I can add two numbers together
Activity 2 and 3: I can add two numbers together using
non-count-by-one strategies

Teacher Recognition



Multiplication

Success Criteria
I can use groups and rows to find the total amount of items in each set

Teacher Recognition

Mathletics - Complete one task.
Task completed - __________________________

Break - Do 15 minutes of physical activity.



Unit 4 other KLA’s - Thursday

D.E.A.R - Drop Everything And Read! - Choose a book of your choice to read
for enjoyment (10 minutes)

PDHPE- Wellbeing
Click on the following YouTube link and watch ‘League Stars Inspire - Inclusion & Diversity’ video. Once

you have watched the video, you will answer the questions on the worksheets below.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=miuKvibG5iU

Success Criteria
I can define the words ‘teamwork’ and ‘belonging’

Teacher recognition

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=miuKvibG5iU


Day 4 - English
(Thursday 6th August 2021)

Spelling - ‘y’ Connect Four

*You will need a dice and some counters for this activity. Feel free to
use a virtual dice and/or other household items for counters e.g. dried

pasta, small scrunched paper.

With a parent or older sibling, roll a dice and place a
counter on one of the numbers you roll. If you say the word correctly, you get to
keep the counter in that space. If you say the word incorrectly, you must remove
the counter from that space. Continue taking turns until a player has marked four
spaces in a row (horizontal, vertical or diagonal).

Success Criteria:
I can use my knowledge of the <y> sound to read my <y> words correctly.

Teacher Recognition



Handwriting

Success Criteria: I can form my upper and lower case ‘o’ letters correctly. Teacher Recognition:



Reading - Sequencing Events

Success Criteria:
I have followed the instructions and created a magic
monster.

Teacher Recognition:



Writing - Free Writing
Select one of the activities below and use the following page
to complete your free writing task on a topic of your choice.

You may like to draw a picture first to help you with your
ideas or you may like to draw during or after writing.

Here are some ideas if you’re unsure:
*A narrative     *Recount about your week of remote learning     *A poem

*A letter     *A procedure     *Information report *Book/Movie review

Activity A
Write 2-3 sentences about a topic of your choice.

I have written at least 2
sentences that make
sense.

Activity B
Write about two ideas of a topic of your choice.
Remember to have 2 or 3 sentences for each idea.

I have written at least 4
sentences that make
sense.

Activity C
Write 3 to 4 paragraphs about a topic of your
choice

Remember you can group your ideas by writing about
one idea in each paragraph.

I have used paragraphs to
organise my 3-4 ideas.



Free Writing                       __/__/2021



Break: Do 15 minutes of physical activity.

You may like to jump on the trampoline outside or try 10 long jumps,
30 star jumps and balancing for one minute!



Unit 4 Mathematics - Friday

Problem of the Day

Success Criteria
I used Newman’s prompts to work out the problem.

Teacher Recognition



TEN Activity- Addition

Select one of the 3 weekly activities and complete.

Activity A Activity B Activity C

Show your number sentences in the
box below.

Show your number sentences in the
box below.

Show your number sentences in the
box below.

Success Criteria
  Activity 1: I can add two numbers together
Activity 2 and 3: I can add two numbers together using
non-count-by-one strategies

Teacher Recognition



Statistics and Probability - Data



Next, go on a hunt around your house and tally the amount of
objects you can find listed in the table below.

Success Criteria
I can record information in a table.

Teacher Recognition

Mathletics - Complete two tasks.
Task 1 - __________________________     Task 2 - ______________________________



 

 

Day 4 - Other KLA 

DEAR - Drop Everything And Read!  
Choose a book of your choice to read for enjoyment (10 minutes) 

PDHPE- Flip It Fitness! 

Head over to Google Classroom and watch Miss Kinnish’s ‘Flip It Fitness’ video. For this activity you will 
only need two water bottles or two cones. Prepare to take part in some full body exercises! 
 
Each week, Miss Kinnish will be posting another sport activity that you can do in your backyard. Keep an 
eye out! 
 

 

Success Criteria 
I can demonstrate different types of body movements  

Teacher recognition 

 



Day 5 - English
(Monday 9th August 2021)

Spelling - Test

Success Criteria: I have used my knowledge
of the <y> sound to spell my spelling
list.

Challenge words (optional): Teacher Recognition:

Score: ___/10

Sentence A Day
Using the lines below, write your own interesting sentence today. You must include at least two
nouns, one verb, three adjectives, one article and one conjunction.



Writing: Recount
Select activity A, B or C below to write a recount about the book Possum Magic. Listen

and/or read along using the clip .Story Time: "Possum Magic" by Mem Fox

Activity A
Write 3-4 sentences about the book Possum Magic.

Success Criteria:

I can write 3-4 sentences that make sense.
I can use a capital letter and full stop at the beginning and end of every

sentence.

Activity B
Write 2 paragraphs about the book Possum Magic. Connect your ideas using words such as ‘In
the beginning of the story...’, ‘After that’, ‘Next’ and ‘At the end of the story...’.

Success Criteria:

I can write 6-8 sentences that make sense.

I can use time connectives to sequence my ideas.

Activity C
Write 3 to 4 paragraphs about the book Possum Magic with 2-3 sentences in each paragraph.
Connect your paragraphs using words such as ‘In the beginning of the story...’, ‘After that’,

‘Next’ and ‘At the end of the story...’.

Success Criteria:

I can include time connectives to sequence my ideas.

I have grouped my ideas into 3-4 paragraphs.

Reading Eggs: Complete two Reading Eggs or Reading Eggspress activities.

Name of activities I completed:

__________________________________________________

https://youtu.be/gFGq_R0KlrM


Writing: Recount
Use the page below to write your interesting recount. Make sure you check for five-star

writing!
★ Capital letters
★ Full stops
★ Finger spaces
★ Writing makes sense
★ Neat handwriting

_/8/2021



Tricky Words - Activity

Success Criteria: I can read and spell my green tricky words correctly.



Day 5 Mathematics - Monday

Number of the Day - 80

For  a challenge go to- https://mathsstarters.net/numofthedayjunior/versions

Success Criteria I can recognise and model the number 80 in multiple ways. Teacher recognition

https://mathsstarters.net/numofthedayjunior/versions


TEN Activity- Addition

Select one of the 3 weekly activities and complete.

Activity A Activity B Activity C

Show your number sentences in the
box below.

Show your number sentences in the
box below.

Show your number sentences in the
box below.

Success Criteria
  Activity 1: I can add two numbers together
Activity 2 and 3: I can add two numbers together using
on-count-by-one strategies

Teacher Recognition



Multiplication

Success Criteria
I can use the x symbol to solve multiplication equations

Teacher Recognition

Mathletics - Complete one task
Task completed - __________________________

Break - Do 15 minutes of physical activity.



Monday - Other KLA’s

D.E.A.R - Drop Everything And Read! - Choose a book of your choice to read
for enjoyment (10 minutes)

Music
Learning focus: High, middle and low sounds (Pitch)

Pitch is how high or low a sound is.

Watch the video below to learn about the basics of pitch.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xCqpi5Ekwiw&ab_channel=MusicExpressMagazine

During the final song in the video, point up when you hear a high pitch, point down when

you hear a low pitch, and point to your chest when you hear a middle pitch.

After you practice this a few times, listen to the sounds in the following video and decide if they are
high or low. Record your answers on worksheet 1; if a sound was high, color the box red and if a sound
was low, color the box blue . Colour the pictures and write them into the correct column on worksheet
2.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V9yp99xGP6s&ab_channel=MusicwithMrs.Gibbs

Worksheet 1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xCqpi5Ekwiw&ab_channel=MusicExpressMagazine
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V9yp99xGP6s&ab_channel=MusicwithMrs.Gibbs


Worksheet 2



Success Criteria
I can hear high, middle and low sounds.

Teacher recognition
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